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Posters  com  participants  for  les  etoiles  de  la  pub,
official  campaign

Here are presented different ideas I had when looking for

a communication plan for the event les étoiles de la pub. These

are just two examples of two series I had in mind, and, if chosen,

they would have illustrated each posts aiming the participants on 

the social networks.  
  

Translations

The first serie : There are no bad ideas/

Give it a try

The second serie : The student 

competition that awards creativity 1



2

This is the kind of 
posters we finally 
chose,we did not go for 
series, but rather the 
best posters of each 
of us.We had to create 
the simpleststhe simplests
images possible, 
accompagnied
by the simplests ideas.

Posters  com  participants  to  les  etoiles  de  la  pub,
social  networks

Translations
The first poster : 3000€ awards your advertising

creativity. 
The second poster : Student competition

of advertising creation
posters-spot-buzz/a 3000€ price to share



Posters  com  participants  for  les  etoiles  de  la  pub,
official  campaign

Here is presented the official campaign’s poster we chosed. 

We all worked on this project, and I was responsible of 

the effects on Newton.

  

Translations

Student Competition of advertising creation/

a more-than-3000€ price for sharing/

What if Newton had looked away ?
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Back  of  the  flyer  distributed  in  schools  to  the
particpants

This was a project I handled on my own from the beginning 
to the end, and of which I am proud. This is the first attempt,
but the communication director of the project told me that I
should keep the same color code as the front of the flyer.
  

Translations
Student Competition of advertising creation/

a more-than-3000€ price for sharing/
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Back  of  the  flyer  distributed  in  schools  to  the
particpants

I modified my attempt : the idea was to represent what
would have happened if Newton missed the apple and 
didn’t theorize gravity : the apple explodes and gravity 
“disappeared”. This is the final version.
  

Translations
Meetings with professionals/

Internship opportunites
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Official  poster  for  the  “open  tentation”  party

This is a project every first year had to work on. We all had 
many ideas. This was my last idea, a day before the 
deadline, while I was travelling in Mexico. It has been 
unanimously selected.
  

Translations
Thursday 29 of January/

11pm at Gotha
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My  work  for  the  public  official  campaign

This is a project everyone has to work on. It is the most 
challenging creation of the year, because it appears in 
many places of Lille. I was in Mexico, and wasn’t here for 
the brainstormings, but I suggested this design.
  

Translations
Ideas/

Talent/
Laughter 7



The  official  public  communication  campaign
social  networks

This is a also project everyone 
had to work on. This time 
we decided to go for a serie 
(a string of similar visuals) that
would illustrate each posts. 
This are the two posters I 
contcontributed, in a serie of about 
16 creations.
  

Translations
Because the best part of the Superbowl 
is not the Superbowl/Fifty shades of Grey, 
(which I translated to avoid rights issues) :
my girlfriend wanted to see it, I only 
remember the ads.

The idea was to create 
a simple visual, 

with a a logo,
a short text making the ads

appear under their better light
on a flat background.
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This is an infography I had to realize for an
entrepreneurship project I worked on with a

Mexican team in the TEC de Monterrey.
We arrived 35/97 in a national competition

with this project.


